
Cloud24x7 announce Cyber-Security
Operations Center in Michigan
FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA, USA, September 4, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Fort Lauderdale, FL
(Sep 5th, 2018): Cloud24x7, a Cybersecurity leader in IT Security, Cloud Security & Managed
Services announced today the launch of its state of the art Cyber-Security Operation Center
(CSOC) in Michigan, United states which will help companies to deal with compliances and help
customers of all sizes to defend themselves against security breaches. 

The CSOC expands Cloud24x7 security services availability in North America, and responds to
the growing demand for cybersecurity breaches and risk management concerns. Having our
Global SOC in Ahmedabad, India and US based SOC in Michigan will help the company to handle
disaster recovery solutions for Security Operations.

With the increasing demand of Cybersecurity compliances, guidelines & shift in the threat
landscape the industry is noticing more sturdy hackers & more advanced cyber-attacks, with the
growing complexity of IT (IOT, Cloud & virtualization), and a global shortage of qualified
cybersecurity professionals means that companies of all sizes can benefit from Cybersecurity
services from Cloud24x7. Customers will benefit from the most advanced data breach
prevention includes incident response management & threat hunting type of services that until
recently were only available to high end enterprises.

Cloud24x7 CSOC service offerings includes:
•	Security Assessment, Risk Management & Compliance Highlights
•	Firewall Configuration Analysis, Policy Management, Configuration checks, Hardening &
Remediation.
•	Threat Intelligence, Breach Detection, Incident response, Change Management and 24x7x365
monitoring        (Discover,Detect and Defend)
•	Reactive Security which offers SOC team analysis and correlate events from multiple source
logs through a highly advanced Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) solution
SecurePlus. Threat intelligence with the ability to correlate and respond to important systems
including firewalls, servers, and other key systems.
•	Vulnerability Management and Penetration Testing
•	Phishing Campaigns, Employee Awareness & Trainings.

Cloud24x7 has a well-earned reputation for cutting edge, next generation capabilities in cyber
security services and proprietary 'cyber security technologies," and I’m excited to announce our
US base SOC center providing high end Cybersecurity solutions for our partners and customers
said Jacob Thankachen, founder and CEO of Cloud24x7. "And now we have the state of art
Security Operations center in Michigan which help our company have the resources and breadth
to build advanced capabilities to fight against Global Cyberwar. 

ABOUT CLOUD24X7: 

Cloud24x7 is a leading technology solution provider of threat intelligence-driven Cyber-security
solutions exclusively focused on protecting clients from cyber-attacks. We have pioneered an
integrated approach that delivers a broad portfolio of cyber security solutions to organizations
of varying size and complexity. Our solutions enable organizations to define their cyber defenses

http://www.einpresswire.com


to prevent security breaches, detect malicious activity in real time, prioritize and respond rapidly
to security breaches and predict emerging threats. The solutions leverage our proprietary
technologies, processes and extensive expertise in the information security industry.
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